Optimal Care – B2B
Oncology

HPV vaccination can prevent these cancers:
 Cervical
 Oropharyngeal
 Anal

Best Practice




Over diagnosis of indolent tumors harms patients
Use a screening tool for genetic cancer syndromes when indicated
Consider a second pathology opinion for select tumors when treatment would be altered (melanoma, DCIS breast) 1

Management and Treatment Recommendations

Women’s Health
• 50% reduction in cost with no change in breast cancer
outcomes when following the USPSTF biennial screening
• Annual screening increases false positive and biopsy rates2
• Genomic testing can reduce the need for chemotherapy in
low and intermediate risk breast cancer3
• Do not screen patients for thyroid cancer4

Consider active surveillance:
• Papillary thyroid cancer4
• Small renal cell cancers in the elderly
• Gleason 6 and 3+4=7 prostate cancer5
• Cutaneous basal cell cancers in the very old

Choose oncologist based upon their practice patterns:
• Incorporate patient wishes around accurate discussions
about prognosis and response to treatment
• Use of NCCN guidelines for imaging and therapy
• Appropriate and timely use of palliative care and hospice

Shared Decision Making
 Avoid delivery of chemotherapy in hospital owned outpatient facilities or hospital owned oncology offices
 Primary care serves an invaluable role in assisting patients with decision making late in the course of cancer therapy
 Obtain a palliative care consult for all patients with Stage III/IV cancers
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